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Jessica Koch and Carina Ott from Open Grid Europe (www.open-grid-europe.com), an Essen-
based company, take part in one of our weekly meetings, as it has been confirmed that the 
POP Movement team will travel to the trade fair gat/wat in Cologne on 26th November 2019 
(www.gat-wat.de). There, at the OGE booth, we will tell both employees of the company as 
well as fair visitors about our sustainability projects, or rather make them aware of our sus-
tainability goals ‚clean energy’ and ‚climate protection’ in conversation – as we did in 2017.  
This trade fair, as well as the associated conference, is the primary networking and infor-
mation exchange platform for Germany’s gas industry. 
Contact with this company was established two years ago, when the OGE enabled Mr.  
Forsthövel and his advanced geography course at the time to visit the Expo World Fair with 
the subject ‚Future Energy’ (see also www.expo-exkursionnachkasachstan.com). The POP 
Movement was founded after returning from said trip, the results of which were reported at 
the OGE’s trade fair stalls in Cologne in November 2017. Ever since then, Jessica Koch has 
been following our projects. 
The ‚power to gas’ method, followed by the OGE, amongst others, could play an important 
role within this energy revolution. In a nutshell this means that ‚green’ electricity (primarily 
generated by wind turbines located in the North Sea) is used to artificially generate gas, 
which in turn gets transported to places with the highest energy demand (Rhine-region, the 
Ruhr district, Bavaria and Baden-Württemberg) via the OGE’s and other gas industry mem-
bers’ already existing extensive pipeline network, where it is turned back into electricity. This 
means that the Essen-based company transports gas, but doesn’t produce it. 
Frau Koch is very happy for us to present our commitment to sustainability during the fair, as 
the company itself has still some work to do in order to detach itself from the era of fossil 
fuels and to encourage a rethink amongst employees from the transport of fossil fuels to 
green energy. The results of our completed projects as well as the ones we are currently 
working on, constitute a highlight and a role model within the fair.  
Carina Ott and Jessica Koch show us an example of their trade stall, in order for us to get an 
idea of its size, and share their thoughts of how they see our input on-site. We agree anoth-
er working meeting in November, where we want to fine-tune and finalise our ideas. Until 
then, we’ll need to prepare the agreed projects (using our weight models (see newsletter 
May 2019) and presentation of the results, both for the previously achieved ones, as well as 
our current projects) in such a way that Open Grid Europe can print and/or integrate it into 
their trade stall. 
There is good news regarding the plans for our photovoltaic system, which is to be installed 
onto the school roof after the renovation works are finished. The modules with a peak out-
put of 300 kW are to be connected by the end of the year. We are pleased that our many 
conversations didn’t just breathe life into this project, but also sped up the realisation pro-
cess.  
Neukirchen-Vluyn’s civic trust (https://buergerstiftung-neukirchen-vluyn.de), who supported 
us financially in 2019 (see newsletter August 2019) include us in their current brochure, 
printed in honour of their 13 year existence. We are pleased about the trust they are show-
ing us through their sponsorship. 
 
A. Forsthövel 
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Open Grid Europe’s Jessica Koch presents the design for the trade fair stall.  


